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Golf

I require a pilot.

GOLF

Hotel

I have a pilot on

hoh-TELL

About the author

Working up
an estimated
position (EP)
L

et’s assume that before you set off you have worked out what the
tides are doing and hopefully have a making tide helping you
towards your destination, and that you have a reliable up-to-date
weather forecast. You will also need to have to hand:
n The relevant almanac
n A plotter (I prefer a Portland plotter), Douglas protractor or parallel rules
n Pencil, paper and a rubber
n A chart covering the area in which you are sailing
n The yacht’s navigational log
An essential principle is that you should always plot your estimated
position in advance to give you an idea of your projected progress.
There’s then every good chance that you will work out where you are
going, your course over the ground (COG), and quickly see if you are
going to be sailing close to any hazards. Should you find there are
hazards ahead, you can revise your course to steer (CTS) to avoid them.
Let’s look at an example using the RYA theory course charts and
training almanac. Our object is to plot an EP on the chart, taking into
account leeway, course steered and tidal set and drift.
About the Author
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Calculation of tidal rates form

3

Seamanship – EP and CTS

STEP 2 Take the compass or magnetic course steered and convert to
degrees True (°T) – I use this TVMDC table.

STEP 5 We now have to take into account the tidal effect on our boat
while sailing. We must extract the data we need from the tide table of the
applicable standard port. We need:
■ The times of high and low water (HW and LW) which bracket our
passage time, not forgetting to add the hour if in BST (red arrow).
■ We also need from the day’s data (green arrow) the day’s range of tide.
This is obtained by taking the LW height of 0.1m from the HW height of
6.0m to give a range of 5.9m, which is a spring range. We have three
other indicators of the strength of tide. Firstly in many tide tables the date
is colour-coded (red for Springs, blue for Neaps). Secondly, there is often
a small symbol that indicates the state of the moon.

Step 6 The nearest tidal diamond on the chart which has all the tidal
information we need is J, but before extracting the direction and rate we
need to work out which hour’s worth of tide to use.
Here’s a useful form for this.

1111
1211
1311

0000
0070W
0070
0030W
0100

STEP 3 Adjust true course for
leeway, if applicable. Draw a
diagram if necessary. We are
sailing with the wind on our
starboard side, steering due north
(000°T) and with 005° leeway. Our
true leeway course is therefore
005° and it is this course line
you should plot on your chart.

1411
1511

Course steered
0000T

1041

Following on from working up an estimated
position, let’s now look at the drill for working
out a course to steer (CTS). This is especially
useful for crossing the English Channel.

1141
1241

1541

J

2.9 knots

2930

91

1032
1132

J

2880

1.6 knots
0.8 knots

Over
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Information online
You can view and download Sticky Stapylton’s EP and CTS forms
from the PBO website. Visit www.pbo.co.uk/stickyforms2.
Or you can email Sticky direct at instructor@sail-help.co.uk
or via his website, www.sail-help.co.uk
Practical Boat Owner 569 January 2014 • www.pbo.co.uk

Step 8 You should then connect your start point (your fix at 1445) to
your EP. This gives you your likely course made good (CMG) assuming
that all the factors you have considered remain the same.
You’ll see the example I have chosen takes you on a somewhat crosscountry route! I’ve done this deliberately to bring home the point that you
need to work out a CTS before you set off, and just as importantly, you
run up your EP so that you are aware of your CMG.
tIp Get into the habit of working out your EP ahead rather than
scrabbling to do so to retrace your steps.
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Remember:

Step 7 Draw in the tidal vector at the start point 288°, 0.8 knots.

Speed = Distance
Time

Step 9 With your plotter, measure the direction of this line (CD) in
degrees True (260°T in this case). Adjust for leeway. If necessary, draw
a diagram to help
illustrate the point (right)
The wind is from the
north, giving us 5°
2650
leeway which would
50
push us down to 255°,
2600
50
we must therefore
counteract that by
2550
steering 265°, which
should mean that we
will end up with a course made good of 260°. Leeway Course is 265°T.
Step 10 Convert to either magnetic or compass, if you have deviation
on your steering compass, using a TVMDC table. This is a useful
aide-memoire. The arrows show that you should add west and subtract
east when converting from true to magnetic, and vice versa when
converting from magnetic to true. Simply work up or down the table.
Therefore leeway course to steer is 276°C. In a practical sense I would
ask the helm to steer 275°C – if he can manage 276° you have a genius
helmsman on board!

Step 4 Extract
from the almanac the times and heights of HW and LW,
www.magazinesdirect.com/cuq3
bracketing your passage time for the standard port to which the tides on
the chart refer.
0844 848 0848 Quote code: CUQ3
Victoria 6 July
HW 0802 BST 4.6m
Open
days a week from 8am to 9pm (UK time)
LW 1317
BST7 1.7m

Bear in mind that all tidal data is approximate and the rates and directions
together with the weather may influence your planned arrival time.

1030
12.9NM
57.5m

Overseas:+44 (0)330 3330 233
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Course to steer summary

The distance is a little over 6M (6.4M actually) and the average speed of
your boat is 5 knots, so we will work on an hour’s run for simplicity’s sake.

94
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Step 11 To work out time of passage and your estimated time of arrival
(ETA) use the following formula:
Distance to travel (AB) x 60
Speed over the ground (AD)
In our example:
6.4NM x 60min
= 68min. Therefore ETA = 1108 BST approx
5.6 knots

Step 3 Measure this line and, working on your boat’s average speed
of 5 knots, estimate the time to sail this leg of your passage.

PBO HalfPge
300x104
Sticky_cts_ep
fjp.indd
94 Xmas13.indd 1

A

1030
12.9NM
57.5m

2650
0070W
2720
0040W
2760

Also when working out the direction
where the arrow has a curved shaft,
I place my Douglas protractor on
the head and tail of the arrow and
measure that direction. To illustrate
this, I have used the tidal stream
data for HW +6 hours (right).

Step 2 It is essential that you run your eye along this line to see if
there are any dangers ‘en route’ and, if there are, you will need to put
in a dog-leg to avoid them.

1445/0100C/1.8NM/18.3m

5 knots

92

0932

titles

5 knots
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1102

Step 1 Mark your fix 45° 59’.35N., 006° 00’.0W and your destination
45° 58’.78N., 006° 9’.18W on the chart. Join the two points with a line
to represent your ground track, course to make good. Label with two
arrows.

cOLvILLE
mARInA

1445/0100C/1.8NM/18.3m

1002

You are on your way to the port of Colville and, after an overnight
passage, you have arrived at the point shown on the chart. You take a
GPS fix at 1030 BST on Saturday 6 July, 45° 59’.35N., 006° 00’.0W. You
now wish to shape a compass course to steer to reach a point just off the
entrance to Colville Harbour, 45° 58’.78N., 006° 9’.18W. A northerly wind
is blowing, giving you 5° leeway. Your boat speed is 5 knots and the log
reading is 12.9.

SAnDquAY
HARBOuR

➜

B
D

0832

Personally I prefer to use a tidal stream atlas for tidal information rather
than the diamonds. There is a greater spread of rate and direction of tidal
stream information in a tidal atlas (see below), and it is much easier to
extract this information. Remember when using the information from the
atlas that the geographical point to which the information pertains is the
comma or full stop between the two sets of figures: also that the neap rate
is first, followed by the spring rate (unlike the tidal diamond information,
which is the other way round).

WIND
WIND

1545/0100C/6.8NM/56.8m

C

0732
0802

1030
12.9NM
57.5m

Step 7 With this direction and rate, draw in your tidal vector at the end
of your DR. The end of your tidal vector is your final EP.

Step 8 At the end of your tidal vector(s) strike off an arc equal to the
distance you would travel in the time of the leg (for one hour, this is the
estimated speed: for more than one hour, it is the distance you would
travel over the period of the leg). In this example it is 5M (sailing at 5
knots for one hour). Don’t simply join up the triangle!

Step 6 Using this data and a copy of the Calculation of Tidal Rates
form (below), work out at what time in relation to HW your leg is taking
place. From this you will deduce your tidal direction and rate for the tidal
diamond (or from the tidal stream chartlet) closest to your leg at the time
of sailing. Looking at the chart you find that tidal diamond J is the nearest
diamond to your position.

0902

Having extracted the tidal effect hour in relation to HW you note down
the information from the tidal diamond block at J shown on the chart
(below) and enter it on the form above against the relevant hour (in this
case HW +4).

Course made good

The third way is to look at the tidal graph. The box by the yellow arrow
below gives you the mean ranges for Springs and Neaps. For basic
navigation you would probably use either spring tidal rates, neap rates
or halfway between the two, though at Yachtmaster level you should
be interpolating.

1445/0100C/1.8NM/18.3m

range of
Christmas
gifts...

1341
1441

Step 5 Work out whether you are on Springs or Neaps (HW height
4.6m – LW height 1.7m = 2.9m range) and compare with the Mean
Spring Ranges and Mean Neap Ranges box on the Victoria tidal graph
page. Our range is just a bit up from Neaps.

0050T

STEP 4 Mark the course from your position/fix and measure off the
distance you would cover at your average speed over the selected
period: in this case we have selected an hour. We seem to be averaging 5
knots so the distance is 5 miles. This will give us our dead reckoning (DR)
position with leeway, and is called our initial EP. The estimated average
speed has been marked against the DR course.

The illustration below shows an extract from the boat’s log. I always make
a note of the accumulated log as well as the chart plotter’s trip reading, as
there is always the chance that something may wipe out your trip reading.
I also have the battery state recorded when the log is being noted – you’ll
then know pretty quickly if you have a problem with your electrics.

Working
out a
The
course
to steer
perfect

WIND

STEP 1 Plot your position fix taken at 1445 on the chart. Whenever I
mark a fix on the chart, I always note the echo sounder reading at the
same time. That way, if there is a major difference between this reading
and the charted depth on the chart, I know I will need to check my
workings and my navigation.

We’ve spent the night in Sandquay Harbour, and are setting off from there
after lunch to make our next stop Colville Marina to the north. We have
piloted ourselves out of Sandquay and taken a fix to start our navigation
from our point of departure. The skipper has a course to steer to get to a
point from which he will start his pilotage to enter Colville Harbour.

Sticky Stapylton has a Yachtmaster Ocean ticket,
runs Arrow Yacht Enterprises and is an RYA
Yachtmaster Instructor. During his long career he
has sailed most seas and oceans of the world.
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TVMDC table

Here’s how we now work up our EP:

David Rainsbury

Most sailors rely on electronic aids for
navigation – but it’s still wise to have the
traditional skills of working up an estimated
position (EP) or course to steer (CTS).
Sticky Stapylton shows how its done

HIP

Page

Seamanship – EP and CTS

Working out
estimated
position and
course to steer

HIP-HIP-HIP-

Subject

Sticky Stapylton has a
Yachtmaster Ocean
ticket, runs Arrow Yacht
Enterprises and is an RYA
Yachtmaster Instructor.
During his long career he has sailed most
seas and oceans of the world.
n For more details you can email Sticky
direct at instructor@sail-help.co.uk or via
his website, www.sail-help.co.uk

Seamanship

board.
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n In some situations it may be necessary to alter the boat’s heading
in order to counteract tidal streams or leeway, or both.
n It is possible to work out the CTS to counteract a tidal stream
which spans a period of several hours, always providing you use a
time period of distance run which is the same as that of the tidal drift.
n When tidal stream and leeway are counteracted at the same time,
the stream is sorted out first and a true course obtained. Then the
leeway is applied to this course and finally variation and
deviation, if necessary, are taken into account.
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